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What works well – and what less well …
Successes

Challenges

• Reduced barriers for DSR through
“bridging” and runway contracts

• Ancillary service markets remain
fragmented and complicated to navigate

• Flexible STOR has given providers the
ability to offer a more flexible service to
National Grid

• We agree with the standardisation
approach that is outlined in the National Grid
“System Needs and Product Strategy”
document

• However, led to greater market
fragmentation - can only be remedied by
more holistic reform
• Enhanced frequency response has kick
started battery installations
• Demand turn up has shown that DNOs
and National Grid can work together to
solve local network level issues

• But do not believe that the “single
product” model will facilitate investment in
flexibility
• Boundaries and intersects for networks
and markets should be defined as the
transformation from DNO to DSO continues
• Future market arrangements will be
crucial to engagement in flexibility

Five Year Outlook
• We’d like to see:
• Procurement of flexibility via competitive
auctions
• Fewer, standardised products

• Secondary trading of flexibility products
• Effective penalty regimes to incentivise
delivery
• Avoiding long term contracts

• More incentive for DNOs to use flexibility to
optimise network operation as part of BAU
• A whole systems approach to ensure no
unintended consequences
• Reform of settlement regime for smaller
businesses and domestic customers - a key
enabler to support the growth of DSR and battery
storage
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Flexibility – opportunities and
challenges
17th July 2017
Nigel Turvey – Network Strategy and
Innovation Manager

UK electricity distribution areas


14 Distribution Network Operators (“DNOs”) in the U.K - WPD owns four of them




We operate the electricity network of poles, pylons, cables,
wires and substations
We are not a supplier
7.8 million homes and businesses rely on us every day
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Value of flexibility to Distribution Networks
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There is significant uncertainty in the growth of demand and
generation shown by our ‘Shaping Sub transmission’ work
and the associated demand/generation scenarios
Flexibility gives value in terms of:
– Potential for faster response to changing needs
– A lower cost solution where requirement is for short
periods of time
– Managing the network where there is uncertainty of
whether a ‘build’ solution is required , and
– Where new assets are required, managing the network
during the construction time
In addition, with appropriate coordination, available flexibility
at the distribution level also has significant value to the
transmission system operator

Projects and key learning to date
 Number of trials involving DSR at distribution level:
– Falcon (11kV, I&C Demand turn down)
– Sync (I&C Demand turn up)
– Community energy action/sunshine tariff (Domestic demand turn
down)
 Domestic DSR is very challenging. Onerous engagement and minimal
flexible load
 I&C flexibility available, mainly from control of embedded generation
 Interaction with other DSR services such as STOR is key to ensure
customer interest and reliability
 Longer times between dispatch and calls allow for more participants
and increased reliability (week ahead notification in Falcon)
 Contract with the voltage level below the constraint
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Incorporating this learning we have launched
project Entire
 I&C Demand turn down
 Focus on commercial mechanisms and revenue stacking
 How to make DNO led DSR commercially viable by interaction
between DNO and SO led DSR
 Fits into wider DSO and active networks innovation
 Looking for alternative solutions to 132kV reinforcement by facilitating
5 WPD CMZs
 Create customer sales capability
 Developing technical systems and processes
 Looking for transition to BaU
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Transition to DSO – our four-point plan
 A consultation on our DSO strategy and work plan will be published
by the end of June – key aspects are to:
Expand the existing roll out and application of
smart network solutions to the higher voltage
networks, prioritising areas which are the most likely to
benefit. From this we will optimise investment decisions,
deliver greater network flexibility and maximise customer
connection choice (flexible connections for demand,
generation and storage).

Co-ordinate with SO at the T/D interface. Share data
and forecasts in multiple time horizons. Maintain overall
system security. Consider whole system issues and propose
solutions. Secure additional flexibility through prosumer
awareness – actively support Power Responsive. No
exclusivity in DSO flexibility contracts.
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Contract with customers and aggregators for
non network solutions. Co-ordinate with other parts of
the industry by helping to establish visibility platforms for
suppliers, aggregators and customers. This will include the
requirement to raise the awareness of DSR and to help
customers to value stack where appropriate.

Protect the integrity and safety of lower voltage
networks. We will maximise the use of smart meter data,
apply additional network sensing where relevant and implement
simple control schemes. We aim to develop wider flexibility for
the use of import/export capping as an alternative to
conventional solutions only reinforcing the networks when these
solutions cannot deliver what is required.

How to get involved
• www.flexiblepower.co.uk

• Wpdflexiblepower@westernpower.co.uk
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